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INTRODUCTION
International meeting English to Senior using Montessori Inspired Methods
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Programme
EnForSe day in Poland, practical activities

Project management

Impact plan

Next steps and partners duties

Management

The importance of the invoices, please send or upload to the dropbox

Next TPM in Turkey 3-6 september, TPM 2 september

Final TPM in Germany 27-29 october, TPM 28 october

Deadline 30 november

Impact

Apdi partner presents the impact plan

We agreed on the structure of the practical guideline using the suggestion given by Inbie

Introduction

EnForSe Corners face to face Germany

Enforse Virtual Corners Poland

Reflection about the practical experience by each partner
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Next steps

Italy, Spain, Germany and Turkey upload new evidence on dropbox dissemination

Germany will send us a report about practical activities in Enforce corners in presence

Last international Enforse Day will take place in Turkey 2 september

Conclusion
Dear colleagues,

I am writing below a small summary of the decisions we made during our meeting in the TPM
in Poland.

1. First of all it is important to keep all the invoices of the exceptional costs made by force
corners.

2. Second point remember to send us the photos of the in force Corner with the materials
you have set up Flyers posters just like Luis did in Poland.
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3. One of our project products is a practical guide of the Enforce Corners that Poland and
Germany deal with. Luis has already prepared a short manual on the Enforce of which
each of us will then translate into our own national language. Then Jurgen must add his
own written part on systemic teaching and this will be translate in national languages
too.

4. Practical guide will be formed by:

Introduction (Italy),

activities ( Poland and Germany)
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and a final part ( each partner) in which there will be a short contribution from each
partner:  I will produce a Google form with a series of questions to be answered.

The guide will not be printed just to avoid impacting too much the environment,  it will be a
digital product that will then be published on the Enforce website and also on the different
Facebook pages and the different websites of the individual partners. It is important because
this product must be published by November 30th, so in the next few weeks I will send you all
the information.

In the meantime, Poland will kindly upload on the Dropbox the manual of the Enforce days that
he has already prepared so that it can be used by the partners to start translating it into the
national languages.

  Germany has to and  insert their own part before the next TPM in Turkey.

Thank you for your amazing presence in the project.

N.


